Age related changes in cell stiffness of tendon stem/progenitor cells and a rejuvenating effect of ROCK-inhibition.
Tendon stem/progenitor cells (TSPC) are potential targets for regenerative medicine and the treatment of tendon injuries. The frequency of such injuries increases in elderly patients while the proportion of functional TSPCs in tendon tissue decreases, protracting tendon repair. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM), we show that cell stiffness and size increase in TSPCs isolated from elderly patients (A-TSPC) compared to TSPCs from younger patients (Y-TSPC). Additionally, two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy revealed a denser, well-structured actin cytoskeleton in A-TSPC, which correlates with the augmented cell stiffness. Treating A-TSPC with ROCK-inhibitor, reverses these age-related changes, and has rejuvenating effect on cell morphology and stiffness. We assume that cellular stiffness is a suitable marker for cell aging and ROCK a potential target for therapeutic applications of cell rejuvenation.